
4 Innisfail Gardens 
Aldershot 
GU11 3XG 

26 March 2019 
 
Dear Heather Hauschild, 
 
Re: NHS CHC (Rachael Austen-Jones) – Complaint 4 
 
While other matters within our case are on-going, including organising a date for meeting with you, we have been 
put into the position where we need to submit a fourth formal complaint against West Hampshire CCG. 
 
We are aware that your organisation has considered us as becoming vexatious complainants. The definition of 
vexatious according to the IPCC is as follows: 
 
“A complaint is vexatious if it is possible to demonstrate it is without basis  
And  
It would tend to, or is being made, with an intention to cause worry, upset, annoyance or embarrassment.  
If it is clear the person making the complaint genuinely believes their complaint has merit (even if the appropriate 
authority knows it is without foundation), then it is not a vexatious complaint.” 
 
Considering this definition, we would regard any accusation that we are vexatious complainants as both defamatory 
and untrue. As such, we will take legal action for libel on this matter, if necessary. 
 
Formal Complaint 4 – Breaches of GDPR 
 
Your organisation refused to answer serious questions that arose as a result of the response to our complaint of 7 
February 2018. It then refused to even investigate our third complaint which was of a separate aspect of our 
previous complaints. 
 
With advice from a GDPR consultant, we submitted a GDPR Article 15 (Data Subject Access Request) in December 
2018. This sought to obtain specific information, including the evidence your organisation holds of informed 
consent and the range of reasons given for the legal basis. Upon receiving the documentation, we replied (through 
our advisor) stating that the requested information was missing. As such, West Hampshire CCG has: 
 

• Not made any investigation records, as required by your own policy, the PHSO Principles of Good 
Complaints Handling and the NMC Code. This means you have no evidence for any of the outcomes 

• No evidence of valid consent as required by the Data Protection Act 
• No evidence to back up any of the statements regarding the reasoning for the review 
• Not ensured the records are accurate, as stated in a complaint response 
• Not provided any rationale for the accuracy of the views expressed in the November Review report 
• No guidelines that state the second review should have gone to MDT, as claimed by Jo Craven 
• No explanation as to when Meriel Chamberlain carried out her review (considering the phone call to us 

seventy-five minutes after the review meeting) 
• No evidence of the alleged agreement from the LRM that we had agreed to a DST 
• No records of the funding for the package over the last three years. 

 
We received no response from West Hampshire CCG. 
 
As a result, we submitted (through our advisor) a GDPR Article 18 request as we questioned the accuracy of the 
data held. GDPR Article 18 restricts all processing until the matter is resolved. Again, we had no response from your 
organisation. This is a GDPR breach. With further advice, we took the decision to submit a GDPR Article 17 request 
for the deletion of the records relating to the November 2017 and January 2018 reviews. This was submitted on 21 
February 2019. 
 



Despite all of this, the data continued to be processed – we were contacted on 27 February 2019 to organise the 
MDT that your organisation us unable to prove has a legal basis. This is another breach of our data protection rights 
and abuse of a vulnerable adult. 
 
Consistent with what appears to be the current policy of West Hampshire CCG, we have continued to have no 
contact regarding our GDPR Article 17 request. As a result, your organisation is once again in breach of the GDPR. 
Following the statutory calendar month, I sought assurance that the files had been deleted but, yet again, have had 
no response. As such, we are submitting this complaint to enable you, and your organisation, to respond to us. 
Failure to provide an appropriate response will result in this matter being referred to the ICO. 
 
During the past twelve months, we have conducted GDPR Article 15 (Data Subject Access) requests with your 
organisation and the PHSO. On investigation, there is clear evidence of documents from your organisation having 
been tampered with. This is due to blatant alterations without our knowledge or consent, and no indication that 
changes have been made. The PHSO informed us that it did not redact the information. Under the Duty of Candour, 
and to uphold the integrity of West Hampshire CCG, it is imperative to understand how this occurred and who was 
involved. 
 
We will address our concerns with the false and misleading information provided by your staff to other 
organisations at a later date. 
 
With the failings to follow your own complaints handling policy for our previous complaints, the timeline for the 
complaint investigation should be as follows: 
 

26 March 19 Receipt of complaint. 
29 March 19 Latest date to acknowledge receipt and offer to discuss, offering an early meeting 

if appropriate. This will all be confirmed in writing. 
10 April 19 Latest date that response is due 

 
Unlike the previous “investigations”, we fully expect that the investigator will maintain records of their 
investigation, including “all statements, letters, phone calls and actions taken” (WHCCG Complaints Policy). 
 
In accordance with your policy, the complaint should be investigated by a suitable person in order to reduce the 
risk of bias. As such, we recommend that it is investigated by our CCG – North East Hampshire and Farnham (they 
are our over-arching commissioner). If you choose not to refer this complaint to NEHF CCG to investigate, we would 
like an explanation of your reasoning. 
 
 
 
Mr P and Mrs R Austen-Jones 
 
 
 
 
 
8 June 2019 
Note for website version – We acknowledged that there was a typing error in our letter. The response date should 
have said “10 May 19”. The CCG stated they would respond by 8 May 2019. We received it on 7 June 2019. 


